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Background 

I was born in Emilia, in the North of Italy, at the point where the Motor Valley (Ferrari, Lamborghini, Maserati, Pagani, Dallara, 
Toro Rosso, Ducati) and the Food Valley (Parma Ham, Parmigiano-Reggiano, Barilla) come together. Raised in a family of 

entrepreneurs in the field of wooden interior furnishings, I represent the third generation of a journey begun in 1953 by my 
grandfather Armando. Atelier of contemporary art and industrial carpentry have represented since childhood the training 

context that has contributed to the definition of the distinctive feature of my projects:  
a mix of creativity and technique. 

2000 - 2004 > the years of formation 

 At 24, still a university student, I realize my first industrial product: ISE. Two years later, in 2000, I graduated in Architecture. 
The same year I enter the technical office of GAM where I work alongside Engineers and Carpenters in the discovery of an 
incredible material: wood. I have the opportunity to observe the creative process of architects Leone & Mazzari (Archifax), 

Daniele Lo Scalzo Moscheri and the photographers Pesarini & Michetti, both in GAM production and in their studios in 
Genoa and Milan, becoming the internal referent in GAM after two years for the prototyping of new products, ADV 

campaigns and new catalogs. At the end of this first phase of intense studies, the free profession since 2004. 

2005 - 2009 > the years of the market 

GAM acquires a historic brand, Mobilac and opens a new production facility where I move with a new role: commercial 
technician. I analyze all customized customization requests, individual the best solution, I elaborate the executive drawings 

for the production, I verify the correct insertion of the order. Thousands of times: the product has no more secrets. In 
Germany, at the Homag company, I obtain a diploma in CAD / CAM technician that allows me to know the operating logic 

and the programming of what will become a fundamental equipment as a product designer: the 3-axis pantograph. 

2010 - 2015 > the years of experimentation 

I open my architecture and design studio and become the research and development manager for the GAM & GAM and 
Mobilac brands. High creative rate phase, I realize 9 models, 17 exhibition stands (between Rome, Bari, Naples and Turin), 
21 shop in shops, 2 collections from scratch (doors and containers). Head of four Architects team, in five years I have been 
able to coordinate and design alongside nineteen very different creative minds, both Italian and foreign. In spring 2015 I 
send the catalog '62 (institutional GAM & GAM) in print. I designed the architecture of the villas, the interior design, the 

furniture products and the graphics of the catalog: the perfect crowning of all my work in GAM. 

2016- 2017 > the green years 

After spending a month on top of the Arctic Circle, walking across to the Atlantic Ocean, from East to West a third of 
Sweden and all of Norway, returning to Italy, freeze the study and go into agriculture: winemaker for the season / harvest 

2016 and 2017. 

2017 - today > a new beginning 

Transferred the study in the mountains in the middle of a forest of chestnut trees, I am always looking for different stimuli 
and points of view, which have pushed me so far to travel, backpacking and camera in hand, in twenty-two nations spread 
across four continents . Designer (product, interiors, exhibitions, graphics, web, business), Architect of shopping centers, 

Landscape photographer, Filmmaker, I express myself best by supporting artists in a path of professional growth and 
collaborating with companies that want to grow by investing in research and development product and in corporate 

design. 
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